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(Copied from Fergus’ stakeholder tours – to be amended to Robert’s liking) The world is fundamentally changing.  The way people live their life is very different to the way it was even 10 years ago.  In terms of transport there are some key changes that we need to be ready for and respond to. They can be summed up in these themes - with the customer at the centre. Digital - we’re connected even before we leave our homes.  Weather conditions, purchasing tickets, journey information - it’s all part of the system and it’s online. Digital-age is having a big impact. Deloittes talked to people around the world for their report, “Transport in the Digital Age – Disruptive Trends for Smart Mobility” and they had this to say: Digital has changed passengers into people”So the customer is truly at the centre of their own world.Young people expect to access all information with a click. Expectations are changing. Transport is lagging behind.  Vehicles – autonomous vehicles – these are already being successfully trialled around the world and their introduction will dramatically change the landscape. We are likely to have a wide variety of car-ownership models. People may hire cars only when they need them and start making greater use of other transport options. Mobility as a Service This is a fundamental rethinking about transport. In the not too distant future, we can expect to pay a monthly fee when accessing a range of transport services. In short, a subscription service. Ride sharing is expected to increase, and private car ownership is expected to fall in urban environments. The whole concept of what transport is has completely changed. People expect personalisation – they don’t think of themselves as part of the mass.  We need to be prepared for what that will mean. Optimisation – in an already crowded network - Mobility as a Service will be a key way that we can optimise the network through getting more people in public transport, private vehicles or other shared services – moving more people with less vehicles.  Redesign the journeyProductivity, leisure, connections – they’ll all increase.Imagine calling an autonomous (driver-less) car, travelling down an automated roadway to your destination while reading your messages and checking your calendar along the way, arriving at your destination and the car parks itself after dropping you at the door. Travel time could be productive time…ConnectionKids not connected to phones – they are connecting through their phones. The world is all about connections now. Transport is not just about building roads and laying railway tracks. Now about connecting, and enabling connections.
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To be ready for the future and create a better New Zealand, we are making  three big  strategic moves: One transport system is about transforming the land transport system performance, and we’ll do this by integrating digital technology with physical infrastructure to create a safe, connected system that works for everyone. What this means for you is – when you go about your work, think about the system. The whole system.  Not just one small part of is, such as highways.People-centred services means simplifying our customers’ lives with innovative services and experiences that make it easy for them to do what they need to.What that means for you is – always think about the customer. Not just about the project but the people or customers effected by them.Partnerships for prosperity is about unlocking social and economic opportunities for customers, business and communities through targeted partnerships.What that means for you is – think about how you can work in partnership with others. How can you hear their views, engage in dialogue and take them into account? This doesn’t mean always saying yes! This means listening and understanding before decisions are made and then going back and letting people know why you made the decision you did. Collectively the strategic responses signal how we’ll work with others to make sure New Zealand has one integrated transport system that serves people, business and communities really well. 
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We are thinking about the role of technology at all levels in the system, operational efficiency within one aspect, improved outcomes across a series of regulatory frameworks and how technology will impact on regulation at a system scale:Focus on the harms we are managingIdentifying big problems and fixing themUsing our entire tool box more effectivelyBecoming more of a risk based regulatorReviewing each of our regulatory systems to ensure we are as efficient and effective as we can be at achieving the outcomes sought by legislation
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The proposed WRP will level the playing field for the transport industry, improve productivity and road safety, and ensure that heavy vehicle operators pay their fair share of road maintenance. (Share video)The WRP will be a good news story for technology and regulation. The programme will install road side technology and develop intelligent, centralised software to direct potentially overloaded vehicles into weigh stations throughout New Zealand. Compliant operators can continue their journey uninterrupted. To support weight compliance, the programme will also investigate solutions to build one permits system that is easy for our customers to use and enables NZTA to process and manage permit information efficiently.  Making sure we got it right and had confidence in the technology we are using was critical. This is why we ran the Weigh Right Trial. The trial confirmed that we can successfully screen for weight and provided us with valuable information to feed into the wider programme.The first sites will be operational by the end of next year, with the all 12 sites rolled out by the end of 2020. 



Managing intelligent transport system (ITS) data
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ITS can significantly contribute to a safer, cleaner, and more efficient transport systemIn spite of all its benefits, ITS may create new or intensified challenges to the protection of privacy and personal dataInternationally, the use of ITS technologies for enforcement purposes has led to some concerns about privacy and sharing of information. These concerns must be adequately addressed to ensure New Zealand does not miss beneficial technologies
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4.The Government is committed to open access of the data it collects, where this is cost-effective and consistent with privacy and commercial sensitivities5.Decisions around technical aspects of privacy, such as for communications protocols and encryption methods are likely to be made by other jurisdictions and New Zealand will adopt technical standards from those jurisdictions in due course. However, as with all other areas of technology, some aspects of ensuring privacy will require New Zealand to develop its own policies and guidance6.The Agency will be involved in preparing policies and guidance on personal data protection for specific applications and aspects of ITS7. Wider government, industry and consumer organisations will be invited to participate in the development of ITS data management policies and guidance.8. We expect that privacy protection will be designed into systems that contain personal information, rather than relying on restricting access to systems. For example, connected vehicles, which broadcast signals about their location to improve safety, may also be able to be tracked. Care is therefore being taken to ensure connected vehicle systems preserve anonymity9. The greatest value will be achieved if privacy is considered at the outset of ITS design



Assuring autonomous vehicle safety 
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Fully or highly automated vehicles expected to arrive on our road from around 2020Currently there is no explicit regulation covering automated driving functionsManufacturers are aiming to ensure automated driving functionality improves road safetyBut this technology may also create safety risks for road usersIs there is a need for explicit regulation of automated driving functions, above existing transport and consumer law?If there is a need for regulation, what form this should take?
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7. Issues we are exploring: Should governments have a role assuring the safety of automated vehicles?What are our measures of safety, and what is the level of safety required?How does a safety assurance system balance safety outcomes with innovation, certainty and regulatory efficiency?Where does a safety assurance system fit within the existing regulatory framework for road transport, and how does it interact with existing laws?8. We need an end-to-end regulatory framework to support the safe commercial operation of automated vehicles9. As the performance of vehicles becomes increasingly safety-critical, new regulatory approaches may be needed to ensure initial and ongoing safety10. Such approaches will need to cover all potential technology providers, from traditional automotive manufacturers to companies and individuals developing after-market devices to modify existing vehicles



Managing the potential harms of autonomous vehicles
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Managing the potential harms of AVs:  System safety – Software malfunctions would seem to be inevitable, so self-driving systems must be made with backup and fallback operating systems.Digital security – Driverless vehicles should be secure and protected from hackers (and unintentional interference).Human-machine interface – Vehicles should be able to switch between system control and human control predictably and reliably.Crashworthiness – Potential for small bubble cars/pods, occupants must still be protected when crashes do occur.Post-crash behavior – When an accident does occur through system failure or design shortcoming etc. the fix needs to be promulgated quickly and extensively to guard against repeat episodes (i.e. others do not need to be hurt under the same or similar circumstances - globally).Ethical considerations – Human drivers must often make ethical decisions when driving. International/national conventions around system decision making required.(final point)Developing situation – As with AV technology itself, the harms are an emerging and evolving issue and the regulatory response for the public good will necessarily be the same.  



Future regulatory options?
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11. Regulatory option examples which could be considered:Current approach – no additional regulatory oversight, with an emphasis on existing safeguards in transport lawsSelf-certification – manufacturers make a statement of compliance against high-level safety criteria developed by governmentPre-market approval – automated driving systems are certified by a government agency as meeting minimum standardsAccreditation – accredited party demonstrates it has identified and managed safety risks12. The need, form and level of regulation around automated vehicles are not issues that any regulator has yet reached a final position on. New Zealand will continue to observe international developments with a view to aligning its regulatory approach with the best international standards as they are put in place.  



Questions?
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4.The Government is committed to open access of the data it collects, where this is cost-effective and consistent with privacy and commercial sensitivities5.Decisions around technical aspects of privacy, such as for communications protocols and encryption methods are likely to be made by other jurisdictions and New Zealand will adopt technical standards from those jurisdictions in due course. However, as with all other areas of technology, some aspects of ensuring privacy will require New Zealand to develop its own policies and guidance6.The Agency will be involved in preparing policies and guidance on personal data protection for specific applications and aspects of ITS7. Wider government, industry and consumer organisations will be invited to participate in the development of ITS data management policies and guidance.8. We expect that privacy protection will be designed into systems that contain personal information, rather than relying on restricting access to systems. For example, connected vehicles, which broadcast signals about their location to improve safety, may also be able to be tracked. Care is therefore being taken to ensure connected vehicle systems preserve anonymity9. The greatest value will be achieved if privacy is considered at the outset of ITS design
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